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Abstrat. Mathematial literay is an ability to be developed not just in pupils but

also in teahers. It is a onstituent part of their undergraduate teaher training. The

ourses listed under the programmes of study o�ered by the Faulty of Eduation,

University of Pre²ov provide a platform for developing mathematial literay of stu-

dents � prospetive teahers in primary shool. The ourses syllabi inlude OECD

PISA tasks. They are utilized as means of exploration of theoretial starting points

in ertain domains of arithmeti and algebra. The artile o�ers the task analysis

arried out from the aspet of the present elements of mathematial literay. We

also present some examples of the way how partiular primary mathematis topis

from the syllabus are interpreted in terms of mathematial literay.

1. Introdution

Developing students' mathematial literay is a part of undergraduate train-

ing of primary shool teahers. Spei� subjet training in the given area

is a preondition for teaher's ompetene to reate and formulate tasks and

ativities whih develop pupil's mathematial literay. OECD PISA interna-

tional assessment sheme de�nes mathematial literay as "individual's apa-

ity to identify and understand the role that mathematis plays in the world,

to make well-founded judgements and to use and engage with mathematis in

ways that meet the needs of that individual's life as a onstrutive, onerned

and re�etive itizen" ([2℄, p. 7).

The team at the Department of Mathematial Eduation, Faulty of Edua-

tion, University of Pre²ov has been researhing sine 2010 the projet aimed

at raising standards of subjet spei� preparedness of primary teahers to
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develop pupils' mathematial literay re�eting on the ontext of urriular

reform as well as the OECD PISA and IEA TIMSS shemes. In view of the

above ontext, more tasks on developing mathematial literay and ompe-

tene have been inluded into the modules and ourses of teaher training.

Surveys arried out at the Faulty of Eduation, University of Pre²ov

aimed at determining students' standards of mathematial literay indiate

that "among the most problemati areas of mathematial literay of students

� prospetive teahers in pre-elementary and elementary stage are: interpre-

tation of data from graphs and tables" ([3℄, p. 84). The authors of the survey

state that some of the students have di�ulty to solve the tasks in whih it

is neessary to apply lower seondary stage mathematis suh as reading and

writing deimals, roman numerals, perentage alulus, divisibility of natural

numbers, elementary geometri and arithmeti terminology, and proessing

data from tables and graphs. The above results were obtained from the anal-

ysis of student's solutions of the test whih inluded the released items from

OECD PISA.

2. Arithmeti and algebra with didatis

Arithmeti and Algebra with Didatis is a ourse inluded into undergraduate

teaher training programmes of study. The aims of the ourse are set as

follows:

� to aquire the essential mathematial knowledge from arithmeti and

algebra, followed by didati transformation of them in onformity with the

objetives of teahing mathematis in primary shool as stipulated in the State

Programme of Eduation ISCED 1;

� to introdue possible didati interpretations of the theoretial knowledge

in teahing mathematis in primary shool;

- to identify relationships between the notions from the theoretial domains

of arithmeti and algebra, and onepts developed in the minds of pupils of

junior shool age.

The ourse integrates the theoretial knowledge of arithmeti and algebra

with didati interpretation of it in teahing primary mathematis. The ourse

ontains the following elements of mathematial literay:

Competenes at the level of reprodution: mastery of mathematial termi-

nology, reprodution of what is learnt, applying learnt algorithms and identi-

fying analogy.

Competenes at the level of onnetions: solving problems with known

elements, linking several known methods, and the use of more omplex pro-

edures.

Competenes at the level of re�etion: the use of mathematial symbols

and language.
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3. Funtions and dependene relations

Tasks ontaining elements of mathematial literay, in the form of model situ-

ations and assignments, are used when presenting theoretial essentials of suh

notions from arithmeti and algebra whih are used in primary mathematis

on the level of propaedeutis (introdution). A funtion is one of the basi

notions in algebra. This domain is inluded in the state mathematis urriu-

lum in the Sequenes, Relations, Funtions, Tables and Graphs themati area.

The given themati area provides for both �nding quantitative relations and

presentation of types of their systemati hanges. Dependene relations are

represented in the form of tables, graphs and diagrams [5℄.

Thinking in funtions is important for resolving real life problems. Its

rudiments start to be developed muh earlier than the notion of a funtion is

exposed in teahing mathematis. Children aquaint with dependene rela-

tions as early as in pre-shool and primary shool. The proess of onstruting

onept of funtion is long-term and starts with solving tasks of propaedeuti

harater. In our view, it is important for primary mathematis teahers to

be aware of those proesses. By introduing the tasks taken from the real-

life situations with the elements of mathematial literay to undergraduate

mathematial primary teaher training we strive to develop subjet-spei�

and pedagogial ompetenes of students, thus enhane their preparedness for

teahing pratie.

The notion of a funtion is introdued in shool mathematis only in lower

seondary stage, but the �rst oneptualisations of elementary funtions as

linear funtion and diret proportionality are already developed through some

primary shool ativities.

In view of the above, the ativities fousing on didati proessing and

interpretation of tasks on funtions are inluded in the Arithmeti and Alge-

bra with Didatis ourse. Students are presented with theoretial points of

departure suh as: the de�nition of the notion of a funtion, the domain of

de�nition of a funtion, the range of a funtion and the harateristis of the

notions of dependent and independent variable. Elementary funtions suh

as onstant funtion, linear funtion and diret proportion are de�ned as well

as the ways in whih they an be assigned: by algorithm, where algorithm

of a funtion is given by the formula for alulating the values of dependent

variable, by table of funtion values, and by Cartesian graph.

The theoretial part of the given themati area is made aessible through

presenting the above notions in onrete examples. The analysis of task solu-

tions is followed by another stage in whih theoretial notes � de�nitions and

harateristis of the notions relevant in the given domain � are explained.

The above approah utilizes the elements of onstrutivist pedagogy in whih
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knowledge is onstruted in human mind on the basis of his/her experiene

with solving task and experimenting [1℄.

OECD PISA 2003 released items are utilized by us in the themati areas of

Solving Applied Tasks and Tasks Developing Spei� Mathematial Thinking.

In the following part, we will introdue two tasks developed for the purpose

of testing mathematial literay, used in teahing a funtion. Before that,

however, OECD PISA testing tasks will be haraterised.

4. Charateristis of tasks from OECD PISA testing

Eah PISA task ontains three omponents: situations or ontext, mathemat-

ial ontent and ompetenes. Situations or ontexts refer to real life. Math-

ematial ontent is subdivided into four parts: quantity, spae and shape,

hange and relationships, and unertainty. Relationships are given by a vari-

ety of representations, inluding symboli, graphi, tabular and geometrial.

Unertainty refers to probabilisti and statistial phenomena and relations.

Competenes are abilities whih ould be drawn upon in solving onrete task

or problem. They are divided into three levels:

� the level of reprodution: routine linkage, reprodution of pratised

proedures;

� the level of onnetion: utilising pratised proedures when solving new

problems with di�erent domains of mathematis, inludes tasks of diver-

gent harater;

� the level of re�etion: tasks aimed at argumentation, abstration, reation

and utilisation of new algorithms and the use of mathematial apparatus

in unknown situations.

5. Tasks on mathematial literay used in teaher
training

The task named Growing Up (M150Q01, M150Q02, M150Q03) ([2℄, p. 12) is

from the Change and Relationships group, reommended for the themati area

of Numerial Operations, Funtions and Reading from Graphs. It is aimed

at ompetenes at reprodution and onnetion levels. The task ontains the

elements of assigning funtion and dependene relation by graph or table.

Growing Up ([2℄, p. 12)

Youth grows taller. In 1998 the average height of both young males and young females

in the Netherlands is represented in the graph (Figure 1).

Question 1: Sine 1980 the average height of 20-year-old females has inreased by

2.3 m, to 170.6 m. What was the average height of a 20-year-old female in 1980?

Question 2: Aording to this graph, on average, during whih period in their life

are females taller than males of the same age?
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Figure 1

Question 3: Explain how the graph shows that on average the growth rate for girls

slows down after 12 years of age.

Charateristis of the task:

Question 1: Solving the task does not require reading the data from the graph. It is

indiretly formulated verbal task whih relies on subtration of deimal numbers.

This part of the task is solved by students without problems.

Question 2: This part of the assignment requires reading and interpreting the data

from the graph. It is important to identify a graph whih represents the dependene

of the female average height on age and the dependene of male average height on

age. The data from both graphs are ompared, whih leads to the orret answer.

On the bakground of the graph, the notions of the domain of de�nition of a funtion

(the values of age), the range of a funtion (the values of average height), dependent

and independent variable (the average height is dependent on the age), a graph of

a funtion, data on the x-axis and y-axis are explained to students. The funtion in

the task is given by a graph.

Question 3: This part of the item requires reading and interpretation of the data

from the graph as well as the ability to argue and give the rationale for his/her idea.

Sine the properties of a funtion (monotoniity: inreasing and dereasing) are not

de�ned yet, the students are expeted to provide answers using impreise mathemati

terminology. The response should refer to the hange of the gradient of the graph

for the dependene of female height on age.

The reasoning may be based on omparing the given values in the graph, in the

period after 12 years of age in the female group. Transription of the data from the

graph an also be used:

10 years � 140 m

12 years � 155 m. In the period preeding the 12th year of age (two years), the

inrease is by 15 m. The yearly growth is 7.5 m.

20 years � 172 m. The period after the 12th year (by the 20th year, i.e. in 8 years)

the growth is only at about 17 m. The yearly growth is only 2 m.
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Age intervals an be arbitrary, but the result or the reasoning for the given fat

are important. From the given data it is obvious that the aeleration of female

growth has dereasing tendeny after the 12th year of age.

Alternatively, it is possible to inlude transription of the data from the graph

into a table and interpret the rationale on the basis of the information from Table 1.

Table 1

Age Interval Height in the Given Period Growth

10. � 11. 140 � 145 m 5 m

11. � 12. 145 � 155 m 10 m

In a two-year period there is 15 m growth, i.e. 7.5 m a year in average.

Table 2

Age Interval Height in the Given Period Growth

12. � 13. 155 � 160 m 5 m

13. � 14. 160 � 165 m 5 m

14. � 15. 165 � 167 m 2 m

15. � 16. 167 � 169 m 2 m

16. � 17. 169 � 170 m 1 m

17. � 18. 170 � 170.5 m 0.5 m

18. � 19. 170.5 � 171 m 0.5 m

19. � 20. 171 � 171.5 m 0.5 m

The growth in eight-year period is 16.5 m, i.e. 2 m a year in average. From the

above data it follows that aeleration of female growth after the 12th year of age is

dereasing.

Building upon the presented ontextual situation, it is possible to formulate an-

other task aimed at the third level of ompetenes � re�etion, for example, to om-

pare the aeleration of female and male growth in the given periods and give reasons

to one's answers. The task is of divergent harater due to the possibility of di�erent

solutions. A student an use the data represented in graphs or transform them into

a table, and the answer will follow from the data presented in the table.

The task Exhange Rate (M413Q01, M413Q02, M413Q03) inludes a Quantity

domain. It develops ompetenes on reprodution and re�etion levels and ould be

lassi�ed under Diret Proportionality themati area. Therefore, it is inluded in

the Arithmeti and Algebra with Didatis syllabus in the part whih deals with the

theoretial fundaments of an elementary funtion - diret proportion.

Exhange rate ([2℄, p. 14)

Mei-Ling from Singapore was preparing to go to South Afria for 3 months as an

exhange student. She needed to hange some Singapore dollars (SGD) into South

Afrian rands (ZAR).

Question 1: Mei-Ling found out that the exhange rate between Singapore dollars

and South Afrian rands was: 1 SGD = 4.2 ZAR
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Mei-Ling hanged 3000 Singapore dollars into South Afrian rands at this exhange

rate. How muh money in South Afrian rands did Mei-Ling get?

Question 2: On returning to Singapore after 3 months, Mei-Ling had 3 900 ZAR

left. She hanged this bak to Singapore dollars, noting that the exhange rate had

hanged to:

1 SGD = 4.0 ZAR

How muh money in Singapore dollars did Mei-Ling get?

Question 3: During these 3 months the exhange rate had hanged from 4.2 to 4.0

ZAR per SGD. Was it in Mei-Ling's favour that the exhange rate now was 4.0 ZAR

instead of 4.2 ZAR, when she hanged her South Afrian rands bak to Singapore

dollars? Give an explanation to support your answer.

Charateristis of the task:

The task is aimed at propaedeutis of diret proportion and at assigning a funtion

by algorithm. We have devised a task for students in whih they were expeted to

reate an algorithm for a funtion on the basis of the given information.

Question 1 is aimed at the interpretation of a simple mathematial model, and the

solution requires applying multipliation of deimal numbers.

1 SGD = 4.2 ZAR

3 000 SGD = x ZAR

3 000 × 4.2=12 600 (ZAR)

Diret proportionality is used, i.e. the amount of SGD will inrease as many times

more as will the amount of ZAR: inrease in the value of one variable is in diret

proportion to the inreasing value of another variable.

Question 2 requires the interpretation of a simple quantitative model (diret propor-

tionality) and applying it together with basi deimal numbers numeri operation.

It is important to identify the operation to be applied.

3 900 ZAR = x SGD

4.0 ZAR = 1 SGD

3 900:4=975 (SGD)

It is a diret proportionality relation when the rule of three is proper: the ratio

3 900:4 equals to the ratio x:1.

The students reate algorithm of the funtion from the task: y = 4.2x; y = 4x. On

the bakground of the algorithm struture it is easy to identify diret proportionality.

Question 3: this part of the task is about explanation and reasoning of one's own

thinking proedure. For example, it su�es to verify how many Singapore Dollars

one gets at the exhange rate of 4.2 ZAR = 1 SGD

3 900 ZAR = x SGD

3 900:4.2 = 928.57 SGD

From the given, it is obvious that at this exhange rate one get less SGD for

3 900 ZAR than at the exhange rate whih was urrent to the date (she got

975 SGD). Lower exhange rate is more pro�table. It is not neessary to use nu-

meri operations and state exat sum whih she would get at the given exhange

rates. Reasoning, though, must be preise and lear. There is also an option to

draw the graphs of both funtions with the table of domain and range values, and to

present own reasoning based on the given data from the graphs and the table.
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5. Conlusion

We have outlined one possibility to develop mathematial literay of prospe-

tive primary shool teahers. Teahers should realize that in teahing mathe-

matis they an take advantage of real situations whih orrespond with the

inner world of junior shool age hildren [4℄. In the future, more tasks whih

ontext re�ets real life situation will be inluded into the urriulum of the

programmes taught at the Faulty of Eduation, University of Pre²ov. The

tasks of the given harater are instrumental in presenting not only pedagog-

ial approahes to the partiular domains of mathematis but also theoretial

points of departure of the given problem.
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